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PPCS Luxury Cold
Cathode Kit V3 - Green

$39.95
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Short Description
We are estatic to bring you the newly upgrade Luxury Cold Cathode light kit from Performance-PC's
For those that know how to sleeve and have the tools to do this we applaud you! For the many out there that
do not have the skills, the tools or the time and want the finest cathode kit they can put in their case...this
one is for you!

Description
We are estatic to bring you the newly upgrade Luxury Cold Cathode light kit from Performance-PC's
For those that know how to sleeve and have the tools to do this we applaud you! For the many out there that
do not have the skills, the tools or the time and want the finest cathode kit they can put in their case...this
one is for you! These kits are professionally sleeved in house and take over one hour of labor to complete. So
this is not a quick cheap product. We meticulously sleeve the inverter cable harness and both bulbs and
complete the kit with your choice of 2-port or 4-port Monsoon CCFL Inverter and then a ModMyToys
Premium Vented Black PCI Bracket with LED Rocker Switch to match your cathode color. It all flows and you
can be assured it has that professional look to wow your friends and family! Your PSU cables are single
braided so why forget your cathode kits? Light up your world in style!
**Note the picture shows various colors and size cathode bulbs but, you can get any color and size for each
of the 2 bulbs!

Features
Inverter Features:
Single Power Monsoon CCFL Inverter (up to 4 inverters tested)
2x 300mm Monsoon CCFL Bulbs
Anodized black aluminum case with finned design
Built with top quality components for a worry and “whine” free installation
The inverter has two modes of operation that can be set via a front jumper
Powers up to four bulbs 300mm in length.
Cathode Bulb Features:
High brightness
Perfect color representation
Long life span
High reliability
Easy installation
Double the average wire length for easier install and positioning
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Specifications
Cathode Includes:
1x Cold Cathode Tube
2x Mounting Clips
Inverter Includes:
2 x Monsoon CCFL bulbs
One Monsoon CCFL Inverter
Jump Wires: 3x (6 in., 12in., 24in.)
Pass-Thru Power Input
Safety Plug Caps for live plugs not being used
ModMyToys Premium Vented Black PCI Bracket with LED Rocker Switch

Additional Information
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Brand

PPCS

SKU

PPCS-LUXCAT-V3-GR

Weight

1.5000

Color

Green

Lighting Type

Cathode

Length

12"
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